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STELLINGEN

behorende, bij het proefschrift

Radiative corrections to e e -> W W in the Weinberg model

Dat in de klassieke mechanica aan periodieke oplossingen veel meer

aandacht wordt geschonken dan aan quasi-periodieke, is een gevolg

van het feit dat quasi-periodieke oplossingen van een conservatief

1-dimensionaal systeem noodzakelijk periodiek zijn.

Bij gebruik van het computer-programma "SCHOONSCHIP" voor de ana-

1 lytische evaluatie van één-loop diagrammen, moeten de indices van

}; H de gamma-ma tri ces, die voorkomen in de uitdrukkingen voor deze

diagrammen, verschillend gekozen worden alvorens de string van

deze matrices te reduceren.

(H. Strubbe, Comp. Phys. Comm. 8 (1974).)

Als een deeltje een zwart gat binnenvalt, is er een uitgaande be-

weging van de horizon, die gewoonlijk wordt verwaarloosd. Deze

verwaarlozing is een mogelijke oorzaak voor foute conclusies be-

treffende de verdamping van zwarte gaten.

Een volledig anticommuterende y_ is een juist voorschrift voor de

berekening van één-loop diagrammen in een spontaan gebroken ijk-

theorie met behulp van de dimensionale regularisatie.



5. Gezien de huidige kennis van de elementaire deeltjes fysica zijn

hiërarchische structuren van ijk-theorieen en "grand-unification",

die een beschrijving van deze fysica moeten geven tot aan de Planck-

lengte, uiterst speculatief.

6. Bij de numerieke berekeningen van amplitudes in een ijk-theorie

spelen de Ward-identiteiten een essentiële rol.

7. In een renormeerbare ijk kan de unitariteit van ijktheorieën in

storingsrekening worden bewezen.

8. Bij de aanstelling van buitenlanders aan de subfaculteit der Wis-

en Natuurkunde te Utrecht moet worden gelet op de persoonlijke

integriteit van de betrokkenen in plaats van op de politieke en

ideologische situatie in het land van herkomst.

9. Alle papier is kringloop-papier.
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RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO e+e~ -> W+W IN

THE WEINBERG MODEL

1. Introduction

1

Recently a new method for the calculation of one-loop radiative

corrections has been introduced and applied to e e -> y. p and

e e -•- e e . The results of such calculations will be indispensable

in the case that electron-positron machines with total energies above

60 GeV become reality.

Yet the most interesting features of weak interaction theory,

which we take for definitnass to be described by the Weinberg-GIM

4)

model are not contained m the above mentioned processes. To be pre-

cise, one may distinguish three different kinds of radiative cor-

rections, namely

i) soft photon corrections

ii) hard photon and vectorboson corrections

iii) Higgs dependent corrections.

The soft photon corrections, while numerically very important, are the

least interesting from a physical point of view. These corrections are

simply proportional to the lowest order results and do not probe in

any way the deeper structure of the amplitudes. More interesting are

hard photon and vectorboson type corrections: they are comparable to

the Lamb-shift etc., and do depend on the existence of an .underlying

i
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renormalizable theory.

Certainly most interesting are Higgs dependent corrections, since

they relate to that part of the theory that must be added to obtain a

theory finite to all orders. To understand properly the significance

of the process considered in this paper it is perhaps necessary to re-

peat some of the arguments, that have been given before

Without the Higgs sector the Weinberg model reduces to the

4)

Glashow model , which is non-renormalizable and thus contains infini-

ties for certain observable quantities. This is manifest in the

Weinberg model: certain diagrams and amplitudes grow indefinitely if

the Higgs mass tends to infinity. One may thus consider the Higgs

system as a (physically realizable) cut-off mechanism for the vector-

boson theory. This, in principle, provides for a method to estimate

the Higgs mass even at low energies. One simply measures the radiative

corrections to some amplitude that grows relatively fast with rising

Higgs mass and obtains then an estimate for this mass.

In order to have a practically realizable method it is necessary

to have an amplitude that already at the one-loop level becomes infi-

nite in the limit of large Higgs mass. The reason is that we are

dealing with perturbation theory. In the limit of large Higgs mass it

turns out that the successive loop approximations amount to a

2
perturbation expansion in terms of the combination a —=•, where a is

VT
the fine structure constant, and m and M are the Higgs and vectorboson
masses respectively. The first divergent term is usually of the form

Now consider an amplitude that remains finite at the one-loop
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level. The series expansion will be of the form

a + ot + a l n A + a A + a A +

where A = ̂ ~. In all reasonableness we cannot expect this amplitude to
M

be very different from the lowest order results e/en if aA is of the

order 1 or larger. What we have here can be rewritten in the "orm

2 3 3
a + a + a In A + a R

I i

where R is a power series in aA. Naively one would expect R to be of

the order 1 - 1 0 r̂ ven if aA is much larger than one. Of course we have

no rational basis for believing this, because perturbation theory is

then completely useless, but we say this merely on the basis of our

experience in strong interactions.

2
However, in case the loop-corrections start with a In A or

2
even bet-ter with a A, then we are in a much more promising situation.

Then indeed a precise measurement of the amplitude may give sensible

information on the Higgs system.

Analysis of this situation has revealed the following facts:

i) There is a "screening theorem" which states that for all

relevant low energy processes no observable one-loop rodi-

2
ative corrections of the type a In A (or stronger) exists. To

be precise, there is such a correction in the fermion „
m

scattering sector, but this correction contains a factor —=-,
W

where m, is the fermion mass, which reduces it to insignifi-



cance.

ii) An exception to this screening theorem can be found in devi-

ations from the symmetry of the theory. More precisely, the

radiative corrections to the coupling constant of the three

vectorboson vertex differ by terms of the form a In A from

comparable corrections to the coupling constant for the

vectorboson-fermion vertices.

This then identifies the only amplitude of interest within the above

sketched approach.

In addition there is another aspect that may be mentioned here.

Several authors have noted that for large Higgs mass (of the order

of 1 TeV) the unitarity limit in elastic vectorboson scattering is

violated (for longitudinal polarizations). This violation is pro-

portional to the Higgs mass squared and not to the logarithm of this

mass. Equivalently this means that for such a large Higgs mass the

higher order corrections become of the same order of magnitude as the

lowest order corrections. Unfortunately, this strong violation (pro-

portionality to the Higgs mass squared) occurs only in the S-wave

part, which in turn is only a small part of the total cross section.

In the total cross section very little remains of this effect. Corre-

spondingly the one-loop diagrams are only logarithmically divergent in

the limit of large Higgs mass, and the divergence is in the nature of

point ii) above.

Nevertheless in studying the situation in more detail one dis-

covers that there may be surprises in the following sense. All con-

siderations concerning large Higgs masses are based on limiting pro-
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cedures, where either the Higgs mass, or the center of nass energy is

taken to be much larger than anything else. In ref. [5] the Higgs mass

is large; in ref. [6] tha energy is much larger than anything else in-

cluding the Higgs mass. Seeming discrepancies between the two

approaches may have their origin here. In fact, one is led to the idea

that the effects may be particularly enhanced in the region where both

the energy and the Higgs mass are of the same order of magnitude but

large with respect to the vectortoson mass.

All this adds further incentive to the study of the process

e e -> W W . Indeed the WWW-vertex occurs in this process, and we

therefore expect corrections of the form In A. Furthermore, if we

are lucky, this logarithm may come out much stronger at large energies

as compared to the pessimistic result of ref. [5] . There the factor in

-A
front of the term In A was found to be of the order of 10

Clearly nothing short of a complete calculation can clarify the

issue. This then is the major goal of this paper. Indeed the term In A

is visible and has an effect of order 5% on the cross section. This

must not simply be interpreted on its face value; it means in fact

that we are sensitive to the series expansion given above.

Evidently the main part of this paper is quite technical, in-

volving the numerical evaluation of many diagrams (of the order of 600).

One of the major problems is to ascertain that the results are correct,

and this in fact requires much more work than the calculation of the

diagrams actually contributing to the cross section. This is because

in the end the major tool in this sense is provided by the Ward

identities, and these become quite complicated. Incidentally, it is
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interesting to note that the results involve cancellations of anoma-

lies due to lepton and quark contributions. The prescription of

Chanowif-3 et al. of completely anticommuting y_ has been used in

this context. The infrared divergencies are regularized by a small

photon mass A. In this paper tie t-lepton and associated top and

bottom quarks are not considered.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 a summary

of the model is presented. The lowest order cross section is given in

section 3. Sections 4 - 7 deal with the various radiative corrections,

and the method used to compute them. Bremsstrahlung and infrared

divergencies are discussed in section 8, followed by a discussion of

the renormalization procedure in section 9. The Ward identities are

summarized in section 10. The leading terms of the amplitude in the

limit of large Higgs mass are discussed in section 11 and the results

are presented in section 12. In the appendices some details are given.

2. The nodel

The model used is the Weinberg model enlarged with a quark sector

according to the GIM mechanism (ref. [41). Actually since the quarks

do not play any role in this process, except in the cancellation of

the anomalies, there is no dependence on the Cabibbo angle. In appendix

A of ref. [2] the Lagrangian of the model including leptons has been

given; in appendix A of this paper the part of the Lagrangian con-

taining quarks is written down.

The masses of the charged and neutral vectorbosons and the Higgs
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1

scalar are denoted by M, M and m. Sin and cos of the weak mixing

angle are denoted by s. and c respectively.

3. Lowest order e e -*• W W

In this paper we will use the following notations and conventions

(fig. 0.

pa

Fig. 1: Amplitude for e e -> W W

All momenta are incoming and the metric is such that a timelike vector

squared is negative. The momenta of the incoming electron and positron

and outgoing W W pair are denoted by p., p_j q. and q~ respectively,

and e. and e. are the polarization vectors of W and W . We have:

2 2 2
and qj = q2 = - M

Furthermore we define

S = -(P,+P2)
2 - "(qj+q2)

2 s = S/M2 and

T = -(P,+q,)
2 = -(p2+q2)

2 t = T/M2 and
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The masses of the charged vectorbosons W , the neutral vectorboson W

and the physical Higgs-scalar Z are denoted by M, M and m respective-

ly. For convenience the following functions are used:

and

P = 2 6 6 - 6 S - 6 6
yvpa pv pa yp va pa pv

These two functions are related to the 3- and 4-point vectorboson

interactions of the Yang-Mills Lagrangian.

If E denotes the energy per particle and \T the angle between the 3-

vectors p. and q., then

T = m2 + M2 - 2/(E2-m2)(E2-M2) cosiT - 2 K-
cm

<* M2 - i S(l+Bcos\?- )
cm

with / I - 4/s .

Throughout this paper we will reserve the symbols a and b with

various subscripts for vector and axial vector coefficients of the

electron current, a and b without any subscript are defined as

a =
-1

4c (3.1)
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The lowest order cross section has been calculated before

[ref. 8], and we present here only the most important details. In

lowest order we have three diagrams contributing to the amplitude

(fig. 2)

Fig. 2: Lowest order diagrams

The contributi-ons to the lowest order amplitude are:

U ( P 2 )

L :
Y

L :
W°

L :
V

<2.)*

-(2TT)4

- ( 2 , ) 4

2

2
g

2
g

2
se

ce

j

-s 2v

-S+M2
o

u ( p 2 )

(3.2)

2v

-T

The corresponding differential cross section is given by

do-°[mb] = g 4 • f o ° + a 0 + a ° + a 0 + a ° + a ° 1 ( 3 . 3 )I YY o o vv o Y V oia vv a
Y V

2
with * = 1'624) 6 , S expressed in GeV.

16(2TT)yS
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The terms inside the brackets correspond to the various terms arising

when squaring the amplitude and are given by

~e
(-S+M*)'

o

-2 s2c

3o
W v

-c (a+b)
s

(3.4)

In the case that the final state contains longitudinally polarized

vectorbosons only, the functions F., F. and F, are given by

F^s.t) = -2 M4/B2 A(s,t) (s+2)2

F2(s,t) = -4 A(s,t) (t+4/s)

F3(s,t) = 4 M
4/6 3 A(s,t) (t+4/s) (s+2)

longitudinal ,_
polarization *

with A(s,t) = t - 2t + 1 + st.

If the transversally polarized vectorbosons are included, then these

functions are:

Fj(s,t) = M4[-24(t-!)2 + 8s(t2-5t+l)-2s2(t2-6t+17)

- 2s3(t-4)j

F2(s,t) = M4 |-4(t-l)2 (t2+4)-4st(t-2)2J

F3(s,t) = M4 -8( t - l ) 2 (t+2)-4s(8-5t+4t2-t3)+4s2(t

All
•polari- (3.6)
zations
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In fig. 3 the lowest order cross section for longitudinal W-

production has been plotted as a function of the scattering angle IT

for various energies. In fig. 4 also transversal polarizations are in-

cluded. It is important to note that the longitudinal cross section is

about a factor 10 smaller than the cross section including the trans-

versal vectorbosons.

sin2( i)w>

1 E c m

2 Ecm

^ E c m

. iO~8mb

=.22

180

200

250

1

3

G«V

GeV

G«V

1 ' 1

A
/
/ /
/ //

/ /
/ .•

/ /

/ / i

\
\H

ukI
1
\

30 60 90 120 150 ISO

cm

Fig. 3: Differential cross section for longitudinally polarised

vector bosons in lowest order.
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o
©

sin2(i>w)=.22

1 E c m 180 GeV

10

30 60 90 120

• * c m

150 180

Fig. 4: Differential cross section for

N W production in lowest order.
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4. Radiative corrections to e e •» W W

Due to the larger symmetry group and the Higgs mechanism the

interaction structure of the Weinberg model is more complicated than

Q.E.D. The Lagrangian contains many different interaction terms of

physical and unphjsical fields and therefore a large number of dia-

grams contributes to the amplitude and cross section of the process

e e -> W W .

In order to make a surveyable computation and description we de-

fine a convenient deconposition of the first order amplitude, see

appendix C. Now consider for example the first term in the first

equation of appendix C:

u(p,) yA(a,+b y5) u(p2) X G e e 2 v (4.1)

with X = V1; and GXyv = 6 ^ q]y.

The coefficient X is a function of S (and T) and contains ttw form-

factors A, B, C (and D) as defined in ref• [2] . The contribution of a

diagram to the amplitude is given by specifying the various X, the

vector and axial vector coefficients a. and b. and an overall factor
J J

c, that depends in general on the weak mixing angle:

g4 c(se) u(P]) YA(aj+b.Y5) U(p2) X GXpv e ^ e 2 v (4.2)

The lowest order amplitude can be written as
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u(p2) V w v X( q i,q 2,q 3) e ] y

The coefficients a , b and a and b are

2 A -
, , 3» ac» i (2ir) b c

-S+M"-' w -S+M2

o o

«(P2) e,p e2v} (4.3)

L ( Sfl a C f l 1 ( 2 i r> fl
(2TT)4 {- -1 ^ b g-i (4.3a)

a and b are defined in section 2.

The contribution of a term of the form (4.2) to the cross section is

given by the interference with the lowest order amplitude, averaged

over the spins of the incoming particles and summed over the required

polarizations of the outgoing vectorbosons. The result is

a

with

fi r o T!

. = 2 g $ c(s.) Re (a a.+b b.)X r + (aa,+bl.)X Y (4.5)

iYS = I {u(pj) yx u(p2) V (,,,,,) e e2v
spin v

u(p2) G X p a e,p

(4.6)

I {u(p ) y Ak Yv u(p ) e e l x
spin

u(p2) G X p a e,p
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S T
Y and Y correspond to the interference with the S- and T-channel

terms of the lowest order amplitude eq. (4.3). The factor $ is given

in eq. (3.3).

In the following sections we will describe the various contri-

butions to the cross section. According to eq. (4.5) we must specify

the parameters c(sfl), a. and b. and the various functions X of the

formfactors for the vertex- and box diagram corrections.

Apart from one-loop corrections we also computed the brems-

strahlung cross section in the soft photon approximation and the

counterterms, arising from the renormalization of the weak mixing

angle, coupling constant, masses and the wavefunctions. We write:

da = da° + da s e l f + da v e r t e x + da b o x + da b r e m + da r e n (4.7)

da° is the lowest order cross section eq. (3.3); dase contains the

selfenergy insertions on the intermediate lines (fig. 2) and includes

wavefunction renormalization terms. Also contributions due to A-W

vertex
mixing are included, da is the total contribution of corrections

to the vertices in the lowest order diagrams and da contains the

corrections arising from 4-point irreducible one-loop diagrams, da

ren
is the bremsstrahlung cross section and da contains the remaining

renonnalization counterterms.
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5. Selfenergy insertions, mixing and wavefunction renormalizations

Radiative corrections due to the selfenergy of photon, neutral

vectorboson and neutrino and due to A-W mixing are given by the

following diagrams (fig. 5):

Id) Ce)

Fig. 5: Selfenergy insertions and A-w mixing

In spite of the fact that we fixed the gauge in such a way, that

vector- and scalar fields do not mix at the tree level, mixing arises

at the one-loop level. The vector-scalar mixing results in a contri-

bution proportional to the electron mass, and can be neglected. For

the amplitude we have to consider A-W mixing only. We denote the
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photon-, neutral vectorboson-, and neutrino selfenergy insertions by

J , J and J respectively. For the mixing we write £ ^ . Since the

terms proportional to k k of T^ , Y and J " give contributions pro-

portional to the electron mass, only 6 -terms in the selfenergy in-

sertions and the mixing are of importance. Their coefficients will be

denoted by A^(k ), A (k ) and A.P(k ), see appendix B. The selfenergy

of a neutrino of four-momentum k is proportional to KO+Yq)!

£V00 = A (k2)lUO+Y5) (5.1)

and in terms of formfactors one has:

AV(k2) = B (k,m ,M) + - ^ B (k,o,M) + I + - U iff2 (5.2)
2ce ° l 2 ce J

The contribution of the photon selfenergy insertion to the cross

section is given by

P(-S)] r4 |- 2 gb sj * 4 |aQ FjCs.t) + J at F3(s,t^| , (5.3)

vrliich is proportional to the imaginary part of A^(k ), computed at

2
k = -S. The quantities a and a are defined in eq. (4.3a) and the

functions Fj in eqs. (3.4), (3.5). * is defined by eq. (3.3).

The contribution due to the selfenergy of the neutral vectorboson

is:

J<-<>1 f-

2 g" cQ $ i 5-^ 2 _ |aac+bbj F,(s,t)2-
(-S+M2)

) Fo 1

F 3 (
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I

with a and b given in eq. (3.1). In eq. (5.4) we have taken into ac-

count the renormalization of the neutral vectorboson mass by sub-

n 9 9 9

tracting A.(k ), computed at k = -M . We have assumed that the physi-

cal mass of the neutral vectorboson is given by M . In section 9 we

will consider this assumption in more detail. The contribution due to

the selfenergy of the neutrino is:

2 g6 T
(~T)1 {i(ao+bo) F3(s,t) + at (5.5)

with A defined in eq. (5.2). Finally the contributions due to the

mixing of photon and neutral vectorboson (fig. 5d and fig. 5e) are

respectively:

and

9 s (-s)(-s+ir) l °

(-SX-S+IT)
(5.7)

Next we compute the electron- and charged vectorboson wave-

function renormalizations. These renormalization factors can be calcu-

lated by considering the residue at the pole of the one-loop corrected

propagators.

For the renormalization of the electron- and positron wave—
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functions we need the selfenergy contributions corresponding to the

following diagrams (fig. 6):

W

e

Si

v
S3

Fig, 6: Selfenergy insertions for the electron

One finds:

S] = iji s 2 Bo(p,me>A) + 2s2

iji |(iji | (a2+b2+2abY5) (2B] ^ ) + iir2) J

m (a2+b2)(-4B (p,m ,M ) + 2 iir2)
e o e o

(5.8)

The one-loop dressed propagator of the electron is:

D(p)

with J(p) = S + S 2 + S_. Let us write the selfenergy of the

electron as:
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(2Tr)4i fi|i(A+BY5) + me CJ (5.9)

Then the dressed propagator is

. -ip^i-A-By,) + in (1-C)
D<P> - 4 5 ? (5.10)

) i p ^ ( l 2 A ) + n i ( l 2 C )

2 2Requiring a pole at p = -m , the renormalization of the electron mass

i s :

2 2
6m = 2 m

e e N
. 2 2

C_ and A are the functions C and A computed at the pole p = -m .
2 2Expanding the dressed propagator eq. (5.10) in (p +m ) , we have:

D(P> = (2*)4i ( p V )
6 (5.11)

[ 2 \ 2 2 1

l+A-2m (A -C ) + 0(p +m ) >e - - J VF e 7

Therefore the renormalized wavefunctions are:

incoming electron: (1+Z +Z y ) u(p.)

outgoing positron: - u(p ) (1+Z -Z 2Y,

with Zj = { g2[A-2m2 (A'-C']

(5.12)

Z2 - \ g2 B
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The functions A, B and C are to be determined by writing eq. (5.8) in

the form (5.9). Further A, J5 and £ are the values of these functions

2 2
at the pole p = -in , and £' and A1 are derivatives of the functions

2 2 2

C and A with respect to p , computed at p = -m . Since the contri-

bution to (A'-C1) of diagram S is infrared divergent and of the form:

1 . X
T l n ~z

me

we cannot neglect the term 2 m (A'-C/) in Z . Note that the left-

handed and right-handed electron have different wavefunction renormal-

izations. The terms «in the cross section due to the electron wave-

function renormalization are:

in the photon channel (L ):

4 2

Fj(s,t)

(5.13)

in the neutral vectorboson-channel (L ):
W

4 g4 cQ $

-S+M
|[ (aZ]+bZ2)

(i+b)

| Fj

fc F 3(s,t)|

3,t) +

(5.14)

and in the neutrino-channel (L ):

4 g4 (2IT)4 (Z +Z ) $

' l F3(s,t) + at F2(s,t)| (5.15)
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The infrared divergencies factorize in the usual way.

The wavefunction renortnalization for the charged vectorboson is

determined by the selfenergy £ , more precisely the term A (k ) 6

In appendix B is expressed in terms of formfactors. The renormal-

ized wavefunctions of the charged vectorbosons is correspondingly

given by:

2
g

dk 2 2
k = -M

and the contribution to the cross section is:

Im
(2TT) dk

(k ) do" (5.16)

with da the lowest order cross section eq. (3.3). The infrared di-

vergence of the wavefunction renormalization is due to the following

diagrams (fig. 7):

W

Fig. 7: Infrared divergent selfenergy diagrams

for W } W vectorbosons
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According to appendix B the infrared divergent part is

nr In —=•

Again the infrared divergence factorizes.

6. Vertex corrections

In this section we describe the contribution to the cross section

due to the one-loop corrections to the vertices of the lowest order

diagrams (fig. 2). As stated before, every one-loop correction can be

written in the form (4.1), or more explicitly as/T. (appendix C) and

to every such correction certain factors X. correspond, or more spe-

cificly for the contributions due to vertex corrections the factors

V. , V.. , V_. of appendix C. In other words every vertex corrections

must be written in the form Ac., and this determines the V. etc. in

terms of the formfactors A, B and C. Finally these V. must be substi-

S T
tuted for X in eq. (4.5) together with the corresponding Y. and Y. , to

set the contribution to the cross section. Of course, also the coef-

ficients a. and b., as well as the overall factor c(s ) must be speci-
J J

fied.

Analogously to the case of the selfenergy diagrams (appendix B)

we use certain generic expressions for vertex diagrams. First we dis-

tinguish two different topologies for the vertex diagrams (fig. 8):

i
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, L,

z^. 8: Topologies of vertex-corrections

I !
The r. denote the momenta and the L. the Lorentz- or spinor indices of

the external lines. Further k. and m. correspond to the momenta and

masses of the internal lines.

In the case of the topology (T2) diagrams that have the external lines

connected in the same order, are taken together.

In the notation shown in fig. 8 a vertex-correction with the Tl-

topology, except for an; overall factor, can be written as:

N(k.,r.,L.)
(6.1)

2 2-1
The propagator (k.+nu) is left out for T2. q is the loopmomentum and

the k. are expressed in q and the external momenta r.. We use:

k2 "
q + r, + r2 (6.1a)

for Tl, and
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k2 = q + r. (6.1b)

for the topology T2.

The numerator N of (6.1) is in general a function of the internal and

external momenta and of the indices L.. The set of generic expressions

for the vertex corrections is defined by the numerators of (6.1) and

these numerators specify uniquely the formfactor functions X..

Therefore the contributions of a vertex-corrections to the amplitude

is completely determined once the generic numerators and the coef-

ficients c, a. and b. are given.

Due to the large amount of space required it is actually unfeasible to

present all the generic numerators and other details of the various

corrections to e e A, e e W , e vW, e vW, AW W and W W W -vertices.

However the method used will be illustrated by the following example.

Example

Consider the following vertex-correction to the W W W -vertex (fig. 9):

Fig. 9: a l/V W -vertex-conation
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For this vertex correction the following generic numerator in the

loop-integral (6.1) was used:

N(k.,r.,L.)

The pairs (r.,L ), (r_,L.) and (r,,L.,) correspond in this case to

(q.tP)* (q2»
v^ an(* (li^)- Substituting these momenta and indices and

the k. according to eq. (6.1a), the loop-integral can be expressed in

the formfactors C of ref. [2]. Conforming to the notation of appendix

C we find for the expression (6.1) in this case the result:

Vl 6Xv % + V2 6Xv % + V3

^ 6 q,, + V^ 8 qo,5 pv M1A 6 yv H2X

(6.2)

with V^ = ImC-Cj |'-2CQ) V^ = Im(-Cj2-2Co)

Im(-Cn+Co) vj = Im(-C]2+Co)

v!? * Im(2C1l+C ) V^ = Im(2C,o+C )5 11 o 6 12 o

The formfactors C are calculated with the internal masses m., m?, m_

M, m, M. Finally from the Feynman rules we derive an overall factor:

c(.e) « ce M
2
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In order to give the contribution to the amplitude we must multiply

(6.2) by

u(P]) YA(aj+b.Y5) u(p2)

with a. = =• and b. = j
J -S+M^ J -S+M

o o

This result is of the form A and the contribution to the cross

section follows from (4.5). This concludes the treatment of this

particular diagram.

We want now to focus on two details of the vertex-corrections

(i) The one-loop correction to the e e A-vertex actually con—

| tains an ultraviolet divergent y y..-piece. In the end these

contributions cancel out. This is also required by the

theory. If there was no complete cancellation of these di-

vergencies than a separate renormalization of the U(l)-

coupling constants g~ and g. for the left-handed and right-

handed electron respectively would have been necessary.

However, this is not possible since the relation g = g? + g,

(where g. is the U(l)-coupling constant of the Higgs system)

must hold. This is because the interaction-terms between

electron and Higgs scalars generating the mass of the

electron mass must be gauge invariant. Note that g. in fact

determines the mass ratio of the neutral and charged vector-

bosons, while g~ and g. determine the weak mixing angle as

occurring in the vectorboson-electron interaction.
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In other words in the Weinberg model, with its simple Higgs

structure there is only one weak mixing angle that can be

renormalized.

(ii) Due to the addition of the quark-fields to the Weinberg

model the corrections to the AW W - and W W W -vertices are

free of anomalies. As shown in ref. [7], this can be most

easily implemented by the rule that y. anticommutes with all

other ymatrices.

7. Box diagram corrections

Analogously to the case of the vertex corrections a certain set

of generic box diagrams is defined and the various corrections are

classified according to this set. Using a similar notation as in fig.

8 we distinguish two different topologies for the A-point one-loop

irreducible diagram (fig. 10):

ra,La

kt.r

k,,m,

Fig. 10: Topologies of 4-point irreducible one-loop diagrams
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For the topology T3 the loop-i/itegral (6.1) is defined with the ad-

2 2—1

ditional propagator (k,+m.) . The expressions for the generic dia-

grams can again be written in the form^. with the functions X., in

this case the B., expressed in terms of the formfactors A, B, C and D.

8. Bremsstrahlung cross section and infrared divergent one-loop cor-

rections

The vanishing photon mass causes infrared divergences of the

radiative corrections discussed above. In the computation these di-

vergencies are regularized by a small photon-mass X. This causes

breaking of the e.m. gauge invariance of the theory, and in fact Ward

identities hold apart from terms proportional to X. However the di-

vergencies are at worst as In X, and thus in the limit X -»• o the

symmetry is restored.

As in Q.E.D. we computed the bremsstrahlung cross section

e e ->• W W y in the soft photon limit. The amplitude of this process

is given by the following diagrams (fig. 11).

Let us denote the momentum and polarization vector of the soft photon

by k and e. In the soft photon limit, the expressions for the diagrams

which have the photon,emitted from an external fermion-line, factor-

izes into some coefficient and the corresponding- lowest order ampli-

tude L , L and L (fig. 2). For instance the expression for diagram

1 with an intermediate photon is given by:
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e* w+J

'V vA / er w\ /e- w\ A" wX

W"

SV
V~ w +

8

^. 22: Diagrams of Bremsstrahlung amplitude

-S

and is in the soft photon limit equal to

fe-Pi

k.p,
4 2 2 ^ V YA u ( P 2

}
(270" g's

e -s

1,,q2,q3)}

2v

% e2v

(8.1)
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The part in the soft bremsstrahlung amplitude, which corresponds to

the diagrams 1, 2, 5 and 6 is:

The factorization for the expressions of the diagrams, which have the

photon emitted from the external vectorboson lines, is not obvious,due

to our choice of gauge.

Consider diagram 4 with an intermediate photon. The expression corre-

sponding to this diagram is in the soft photon limit:

, u(p ) y u(p,)
(2ir) 1 (-is g) =

0 "*O

(8.3)

with Vavp(~q2'q2'k) e2v ep ^ eo (- e2* q2 )- q2o ( e- e2 ) + 2e2{J(e.q2).

The term proportional to (e.q.) in eq. (8.3) is the usual factorizing

part of the bremsstrahlung amplitude:

(8.4)

L is the lowest order photon-channel amplitude eq. (3.2). However,

there is also a part that cannot be factorized, i.e.

/± u(p ) y u(p9)
(2ir)*i (-iseg) L-^i £- (s6g)

x f v v x ^ r ^ * ^ eiu q2v [J se8 ET^
( 8 ' 5 )
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Apparently, the polarization vector e. is replaced by the momentum q~

in the amplitude L . Diagrammatically this term can be presented as

(fig. 12):

Fig. 12

Similar non-factorizing and factorizing terms arise in the neutral

vectorboson channel and neutrino-channel.

Consider now diagram 10 of fig. 11 with an intermediate photon. In the

soft photon limit the corresponding expression is

(-igse)
u(p ) y u(p )
—L_* L.

e.e
2 (8.6)

which corresponds to the following diagram (fig. 13)

I seg
2

k.q,
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At the external <)>-line we have indicated a factor M.

We now see that the non-factorizing part of the bremsstrahlung ampli-

tude, which have the photon emitted at the external W -line, vanishes

due to a Ward identity for the lowest order amplitude (fig. 14):

= 0

•£*

Fig. 14: Ward identity for the lowest order amplitude

Couplings of the <J>-fields to the v - e system have been neglected. The

same holds for diagrams that have the soft photon emitted at the ex-

ternal W -line, and we find that all together the bremsstrahlung

amplitude factorizes:

|e.Pl e.p2 e.g, ^ e.g^

\k.p k.p k.q k-q9/ <
(8.7)

Thus the bremsstrahlung cross section is

dc b r e m - Br do° (8.8)

e2 S6e 6 r -> 1 f P

with B = -&-=• — / d.k -rp-7- \j-

2 2
and k = - X

'P2
— i — + __:

(8.9)

i



In order to fix the upper limit of the integration u>, the phase space

of the photon must be considered [ref. 9, 10, 11].

0) = - E t h - + M2

Eth "

M2

/ 9 9

^ - / E h " M

(8.10)

E , is the threshold energy at which the vectorbosons can be detected.

In the calculation we used that E , = ,45/s = .9 E,
th beam

If the soft bremsstrahlung is added to the other radiative cor-

rections it is expected that the In X dependence cancels out. This

indeed turns out to be the case, as we have verified numerically. In

fact the total tends to a constant as X goes to zero.

9. Renormalization

In general the one-loop corrections to the amplitude are ultra-

violet divergent and in the dimensional regularization scheme these

divergencies appear as poles in (n - A), with n the dimension of

space-time. These terms must be renormalized away by adding counter-

terms to the Lagrangian, and by taking into account these additional

terms in the amplitude. At the end the free parameters, in this case

the coupling constant g, the weak mixing angle, and the mass of the

charged vectorboson M, must be fixed by data from experiments, de-

scribed by the same theory. As many datapoints as free parameters are

needed. Of course the. choice of these datapoints is of no importance,

and one could take fo.r instance the lifetime of the muon, muon pair
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production by e e -collision, and data from neutrino-experiments.

Radiative corrections to these processes must be computed too, and

comparing these results with the experimental data, linear relations

for the finite renormalization (6p.) of the free parameters (p.) and

the various data (d.) can be derived:

6p. = M.. d. (9.1)

However we will avoid part of these calculations and make an as-

sumption for the masses of the vectorbosons. We assume that the masses

of the charged and neutral vectorbosons are near to the values given

by the following formulae:

M2 = I JEL and M -A
o c.

(9.2)

where a = 1 /137 , G_, = 8.245 10 6 GeV~2 and si
r D

This gives M = 79.5 GeV and M =90.0 GeV.

.22.

As a consequence of this procedure the mass renormalization of

the vectorbosons is completely determined by the selfenergies. The

result is (see section 5):

2 c 2
for charged vectorboson: <SM = A. (k )

for neutral vectorboson: 6M = A,(k )
o I

= -M2

(9.3)

Since the ratio of the bare charged and neutral vectorboson mass is
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the cos of the bare weak mixing angle, the renormalization of that

angle is completely determined by

or

M2 + SM2 2 , 2
-= =• = c + 6c
2 2 9 9M2

o

6s;

6M2
o

2 2 2<SM - cf <SM
9 o

M2

(9.A)

I

Finally we must consider the coupling constant g. For the process

e e ->• W W no experimental data are available. However recently the

radiative corrections to e e •> y ]i were computed (ref. [2]). In this

computation the same procedure was followed for the renormalization of

the vectorboson masses. There the coupling constant was fixed by means

of a data point at low energy, and we can simply use the results of

that calculation in order to fix g. Some extensions were needed since

no quark contributions to the selfenergies and mixing were taken into

account in that paper.

In ref. [2] a was used as a free parameter, because the renormalization

was based on the requirement that in the lower energy region

= .275 GeV) the cross section reproduces Q.E.D.

o 2 2
e2 8 see

Since a =-7— =
4ir Air

it follows that

a 2
So

(9.5)

renTaking into account these renormalization terms in da , the
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final results turn out to be independent of the mass-scale and all the

ultraviolet pieces drop out. This is a very strong test on the con-

sistency of the computation. In Appendix D the ultraviolet divergencies

due to the lepton and quark sector of the model are studied in detail.

We thus have two tests on the correctness of our computations,

viz. the independence of the photon mass in the limit of zero photon

mass, and the independence of the ultraviolet cut-off. Essentially

these are checks on the various combinatorial factors. However the

calculation is quite involved, and due to the large cancellations in-

herent to gauge theories a small error can be of large consequence.

For this reason we have also checked our expressions by applying Ward

identities to the whole one-loop amplitude, even if the work involved

was considerable. This is discussed in more detail in the next section.

10. Ward identities

In order to have a check on the finite part of the amplitude we

computed the following Ward identity [ref. 12], (fig. 15):

= O

Fig. 15: Ward identity for the first order amplitude
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This Ward identity is computed for off mass-shell vectorbosons. The

electron and positron are kept on mass-shell. Moreover we used for

2 2
convenience q. = q~, where q. and q. are the vectorboson momenta.

Since the vectorbosons are considered off mass-shell the coupling of

the Faddeev-Popov ghosts to the sources must be taken into account.

The Feynman rules for these vertices are provided by the gauge

transformations of the fields:

w _ W

(10.1)

w* -> w*

w° -> w° + igcQ (w
+n~ - w~n+) - 3

y y B 6V y \i

A —> A + igs. (w+n~ - w~n+) - 3 n°
V y B 6V y y y

Additionally to the diagrams computed for the physical amplitude,

selfenergy-, vertex- and box- one-loop diagrams with unphysical fields

on the external lines must be calculated. All these terms are included

in the blobs of fig. 15, The additional diagrams are computed

analogously to the procedure given in the previous sections.

Fortunately the Ward identity of fig. 15 is not just one identity,

but it contains subsets of diagrams, that satisfy Ward identities by

themselves. Moreover the weak mixing angle and the Higgs mass can be

varied. For instance s = o gives back the SU(2)-model, containing less dia-

grams. We now describe globally the various steps in the calculation of fig.

15:
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i) First we extended the set of selfenergy diagrams with those of

the ghost fields, and verified the Ward identities for selfenergy

insertions. These Ward identities are diagrammatically presented

in fig. 16.

r\~, n and n are the Faddeev-Popov ghost fields, corresponding

to the vector fields and photon field. Blobs in fig. 16 present

all the diagrams that contribute to the various selfenergies and

mixing of the fields. This completes a separate check on mixing

and selfenergy contributing terms in the Ward identity of fig. 15.

ii) The second step is a separate check of the corrections to the

AW W - and W W W -vertices. Schematically the Ward identities of

these vertices are given in fig. 17.

The blobs contain also the various diagrams with selfenergy in-

sertions. In fig. 18 this identity is elaborated in more detail

for the neutral vectorboson case. There is an equivalent set of

diagrams for the photon case.

We observe that the major part of the diagrams of fig. 17 are

contained in the Ward identity of fig. 15. Only those diagrams,

in which the ghost fields couple directly to the neutral vector-

boson and photon source do not occur.

After checking the Ward identity of fig. 17. it can also be

used to simplify the numerical calculation of the Ward identity

of fig. 15. One observes that diagrams a, b, e and f of fig. 17

actually occur in fig. 15 and we may now replace those by —c and

-d of fig. 17. Furthermore, since a momentum applied to the

electron line gives a contribution proportional to the electron
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10 1 =0

= o
w

Vf>
.Is

VM° W

5 0 ~

s O

r O

—y—

ft V2? wo

9°
a xcr uio

= 0

Fig. 16: Ward -identities for setfenergy diagrams
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= 0

i^. 17; Ward identity for one-loop

AW W - and wW W -vertex eorreotions

mass (that can be neglected), we are left with -d only. This

amounts to the use of diagrams dl, d2 and d3, indicated in fig.

18, for the neutral vectorboson case, and similarly for the

photon case.

iii) The previous Ward-identity applies to the vertex corrections on

the boson line in the S-channel. Furthermore a Ward identity can

be written down for the e vW-vertex. In this case the neutrino

has to be considered off mass-shell, and therefore the Faddeev-



w°
W"

W" W°
\ :

y

IX W-

«•--<—< +

+ X' • i + tf

ny

s

7

w° \

w°

iV

>>

\w-

xw-

w"

I = o.
w"

Fig. 18: Ward identity for one-loop WW W -vertex corrections
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Popov ghost-coupling to the neutrino source has to be taken into

account. Also here the Ward identity, once checked, can be used

t> simplify the further calculations.

iv) Finally we computed the remaining diagrams of the Ward-identity

of fig. 15.

11. Higgs mass dependence

The Higgs mass enters into the radiative corrections in various

ways. The selfenergies of the vectorbosons have contributions of dia-

grams with an internal Higgs line. Therefore, radiative corrections to

the amplitude, due to the selfenergy-insertion on the intermediate

neutral vectorboson line (fig. 5), and due to the wavefunction

renormalization (5.16) of the outgoing vectorfields, are Higgs mass

dependent. Moreover, referring to the renormalization equation (9.4)

of the weak mixing angle, the mass renormalizations of the neutral and

charged vectorboson determine the Higgs mass dependence of the

renormalization of this angle and therefore the corresponding counter-

term in the cross section. Also it defines the Higgs mass dependence

of the renormalized coupling constant. Further there are several

corrections to the AW W - and W W W -vertices that are Higgs mass de-

pendent and there is also a box diagram, containing an internal Higgs

line.

The exact dependence on the Higgs mass is quite complicated.

However in the limit of large Higgs mass, i.e. large compared to other

masses and the energy, one can derive the leading behaviour. As ex-
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2
plained in the introduction we expect at most a ln(m ) dependence for

the observable quantities in this limit. We will now work this out in

more detail.

i) First we examine the Higgs mass dependence of the vectorboson

selfenergy insertions. The relevant diagrams are (fig. 19):

r
I
1
V
\

i
/

W1: \ *

¥

g'. 13: Higgs mass dependent veotOrboson self energies

We have to consider only the terms proportional to 6 and will

r\ 0 + 9

denote the coefficients by H (k ) and H (k ) for the neutral and

charged vectorboson selfenergy insertions respectively. Written

in terms of formfactors one has:

H°(k2)

H+(k2)

3c
6 (ll.D

B22(k,M,m) + 3 M
2

In order to find the leading behaviour for large m the following
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relation can be used:

2 iir3 2
3 B22(k,mj ,m2) = i A^m^-m^ B^k.nij ,m2) j - (m]

2 2 2

We so obtain:

(11.2)

H°(k2) = i,Mo,m)- Bj(k,Mo,m)) + K^+M^) Bj (k,Mo,m)

(11.3)
2

- | A (m) - i^- m2 + i m2 B.(k,M ,m)
o 2 1 o

and similarly for H with M replaced by M, and without the

2
factor l/cn. In the limit m •+• <*> the asymptotic behaviour of B

V O

and B. is

o m ->

l m

. 2 . 2
- 177 In m

Thus

(11.4)

H°(k2)

H+(k2)

m

m •*•

i«27T2 f c

3cM
0

(m)}A(m)> ln(m )

(11.5)

|(k2+M2) ln(m2)

with A(m) = - i AQ(m) - | iir
2 m2 + 1/4 iir2 m2 ln(m2) =- 1/4 ITT2
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t

2 2

Note that these functions have m In m as leading term. Unfortu-

nately this will not survive into the observable result.

The wavefunction renormalization of the charged vectorboson is
(1 + JZ ) and Z can be extracted from Eq. (11.5) (see section 5)

w w

w m ->

. 2 2
ITT g I ln(nO ln(m ) (11.6)

After mass renormalization for the neutral vectorboson the

leading term in the radiative correction to the amplitude due to

the selfenergy insertion for the intermediate neutral vectorboson

is

16TT

ln(m

12c,
(11.7)

\r

2 2 2
L is the amplitude (3.2). The m In m as well as the m de-
W°
pendence have disappeared completely. The mass renormalization, at

least the Higgs mass dependent part of the neutral and charged

vectorboson is also contained in eq. (11.5)

SM
16TT

6M2 = S
o , , 2 2

16* c

\ A(m) - f M2 In(m2)|

U A(m) - | M2 In(m2)|

(11.8)

Using this we derive for the renormalization of the weak mixing

angle



2 2 2Z - cf 6M
8 o

M2

o
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2

16iT
(11.9)

Again there is a screening effect.

2 .
ii) Because the box diagram correction behaves as 1/m in the limit

m -> co we are left with corrections to the AW W - and W°W W -

vertices. The relevant diagrams are given by fig. 20:

W°W*W". vertex

AW+VT- vertex

Fig.20: Higgs mass dependent AW W - and

W - vertex corrections

These vertex corrections are evaluated using the following

generic expression for the loop integral (6.1):

(11.10)

with one of the internal masses m. equal to the Higgs mass. In
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leading order of large Higgs mass the loop integral (11.10) is:

- \ iTT2 ln(m2) V i i v X (q , ,q 2 t q 3 ) (11.11)

Apparently the vertex corrections of fig. 20 are proportional to

the lowest order 3W-vertex, and we find:

16TT U c

4 ln(m2))} {(2Tr)4i ceg V

( A W V ) : JL- {- ± ln(m2)} {(2ir)4i
(11.12)

2

16TT

Taking into account the selfenergy contributions of the inter-

mediate vectorboson and the wavefunction renormalization of the

charged vectorbosons the following effective W W W interaction

arises in the limit of large Higgs mass:

16TT 2 C :
8 (11.13)

+ — 2

For the effective AW W interaction there is no ln(m ) dependence.

Actually for ca = 1 the result eq. (11.13) coincides with the

analysis of ref. [5].

iii) Finally we must consider the Higgs mass dependent radiative cor-

rections due to the renormalization of the weak mixing angle and

the coupling constant. The renormalization factor for the weak
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mixing angle manifests itself in two different ways:

first by the counterterm

,
2 3

and second by the renormalization of the coupling constant, given

in eq. (9.5). Because the renormalization of the fine structure

2constant a is Higgs mass independent, the dependence of 6g on m

2
is given completely by <5s :

16ir
2 if

That part of the amplitude, containing an intermediate photon (as in the

2
lowest order amplitude L ) contains no ln(m ) dependence. The part of

the amplitude, that contains an intermediate neutrino (L ) depends on

the Higgs mass due to the renormalization terms for the coupling

constant g and the wavefunction renormalization of the charged vector-

bosons. The remaining Higgs mass dependence in the limit of large

Higgs mass is in the contributions of those corrections, that contain

2
an intermediate neutral vectorboson (L ) . The ln(m ) terms enter

W°
through the vertex corrections (11.13), together with the renormali-

zations for weak mixing angle and the coupling constant g. Partial

cancellations occur.
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12. Results

Before presenting our results a few words are required in order

to describe the reliability of the numerical answers. The reader has

noticed that many diagrams have to be computed to obtain the physical

amplitude. In these diagrams strings of y-matrices have to be reduced

or traces have to be evaluated, and typical gauge couplings involving

the momenta of internal and external lines occur in the numerators of

the loop integrals. This work was carried through with the help of

SCHOONSCHIP [ref. 13]. The contraction of Lorentz indices needed

special attention, since terms proportional to (n - 4) may give rise

^ I to finite contributions to the amplitude if poles in (n — 4) are

present. A reduction to the formfactors A, B, C and D of ref. [2]was

made at the same time. Then these sometimes lengthy expressions were

synthesized into a standard CDC-program, and evaluated using FORMF

[ref. 14], a numerical program for the formfactors. Finally the re-

normalization part of the calculation was completed by linking the

+ — + — 2)
program to the program for the radiative corrections to e e -> y y

The results are presented in the plots (fig. 21 - fig. 28). At

various central mass energies (E ) the percentage corrections

cm
cm'

of the angular distributions are plotted for three values of the

Higgs mass, viz. 10, 100, and 1000 GeV. da (V~ ,u) contains all one-
cm

loop corrections, bremsstrahlung and renormalization terms, w denotes
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the upper limit of the bremsstrahlung energy. We have throughout used

the values given by eq. (8.10).

We now discuss some features of the angular distribution for longi-

tudinally polarized vectorbosons.

—8
The lowest order cross section is of the order of 10 mb/sterrad

(fig. 3), which is a small function of the cross section for the

production of transversally polarized vectorbosons (fig. A). Just

above threshold (E = 180 GeV) the radiative corrections are a
cm

few percent. There is a peak around 1/ ^ 100°, related to the
r cm '

minimum in the lowest order cross section. In this region the

corrections change sign. The Higgs mass dependence is of the

^ order of 2% for mass changes from 10 GeV to 100 GeV and from 100

I 2

I GeV to 1000 GeV. Clearly the variation is proportional to ln(m ).

}' I At higher total energy the Higgs mass dependence increases

slightly to about 5% in going from 10 to 1000 GeV.

Concerning the angular distribution' for longitudinally and trans-

versally polarized vectorbosons we note the following:

The lowest order cross section (fig. 4) shows a strong peak in

the forward direction due to the neutrino exchange in the T-
channel (fig. 2). In this region of the scattering angle the

1
i ' _ 7

cross section is of the order of 10 mb/sterrad. Just above

threshold (fig. .24) the total radiative correction are a few

percent. Higgs mass dependence is also of the order of 4%, like

in the longitudinal case, in going from 10 to 1000 GeV. At higher

• total energies (fig. 25 - fig. 29) radiative corrections become

considerable, and the Higgs mass dependence increases slightly.
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The plots with Higgs mass of 1000 GeV must be seen as an indication.

If the Higgs mass is of this order of magnitudes the effective

coupling in the Higgs ser••or is quite strong and other effects may be

expected, as argued in the introduction.
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Appendix A

The Weinberg model is enlarged with a quark sector according to

the GIM-mechanism (ref. [4]) in order to cancel the anomalies. Ac-

cordingly the following interaction terms of the quark fields u, d', c

and s' with the vectorbosons are added to the Lagrangian given of

appendix A of ref. [2].

igs. A J2/3 uy u - 1/3 d'y d1 + 2/3 e y e - 1/3 s'y s'V
B p 1 P u n v )

ie f + -
- * - <V ( U Y ( 1 + Y C ) d' •+ cy (1+Yr) s1)

2/2 "•

W (d'Y^(l+Y5) u + S' Y J J(1+Y 5) c)
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Appendix B

The contribution of the diagrams fig. Bl and fig. B2 to the self-

energy of the vectorbosons with 4-momentum k can be written as

A. 6 + A, k k .
1 yv 2 u v

Fig. Bl, B2: Selfenergy diagrams of the vectorbosons

In table I we have expressed the factors A. and A_ of seven standard

diagrams represented pictorially in ref. [2] , in terms of the form-

factors A and B. The second column refers to these diagrams in ref. [2].

The formfactors A and B are also defined in ref. [2] , apart from a

2
factor iir . These are functions of the momentum k and the internal

masses nij and m_. The last column of table I contains the derivative

2
of A. with respect to k , to be used for wave function renormalization

of the charged vectorboson fields. Note that B and B, are definedB op ]p

as =• B and =• B. respectively.
9k^ ° 3k J

We will give the selfenergy of the charged vectorboson only. According

to the notation of section 5 we have

\
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S v ( k ) = ce Xuv(k'Mo'M) + * ^ v ( k ' M o ' H ) + "I c,Mo>M)

" 2ce

3@ , (k,X,M) - L=e

y 6 (M> •• y 7 (M) - c 2 y 6 <M > - 1 y 7 (M > - 1 y 7 (*>

0 0

(k.o.m ) - I y (k,o,m ) - s )" (k,m »m )

1 (B.I)

Each term in eq. Bl corresponds to a different diagram contributing to

the selfenergy of the charged vectorbosons.

The infrared divergent part of the wavefunction renormalization of the

charged vectorboson fields is given by the diagrams with an internal

photon line. This divergence occurs in the derivative of the B and B

2 2
formf actors, computed at the pole k = -M .

BQ(k,X,M) = - iir2 / dx ln[-k2x2 + x(k2+X2) + (1-x) m2- iej

B (k,X,M) = i i r 2 / dxx ln f -k 2 x 2 + x(k2+X2) + (1-x) m2 - ie

£ (•



^v ( k ' m l ' " ' 2 )

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

S!

S9

S6 \ . '

S3

S7

S2

S8

X-

7 ? 9 k
2iTT-(nij+Tn2 +-3-) + I O B ^

2k2B + (5k 2 -2m 2 ) B + 2 A (m2)
1 1 0 0 2

8 B 2 2 ~ 4 k 2 3 l ' ~ 4 A o ( m 2 )

^ B 2 2

M2B
0

B22

2 m f i i r + 3 A ( m f )
1 0 1

Ao(m
2)

A 2

- 2 i l T
2

+ 1 0 B 2 1 - 2 B o

•h 10 Bj

8 B 2 1 + 8 B 1

4 B 2 ] + 4 B ] + Bo

B 2 1 + B l

9 2 A ,
3k

§ i w 2 + 5 C B I + B 2 1 ) + 2 B 1 - 2 k 2 B l p

+ 5 B - B '5k2-2ra2)
0 op 1

4 B 2 1 + 4 k 2 B ] p

2 B 2 1 + 2 B 1

- M 2 B
op

i ( B 2 , + B , )

o
I

Table I: Expressions for the selfenergy diagrams of the vectorbosons
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Appendix C

The amplitude >A for the process e e -»• W W (fig. 1) can be de-

composed in several partially equivalent ways.

For the vectorboson vertex-corrections we use the following decompo-

sition:

e2v

\ 6 X v q.y + V 2 6Xv q2y + V 3 ^Xy q l y + V 4 6 X y q2

i

V8 q!X qlv q2y + V9 qIX q!y q2v + V10 qlv qly q2X

+ Vll q 2 X q2v qly + ^ 2 q2X q2y q l v + V 1 3 q 2 y q 2 v qlX

V U q2X q2y q2v + V15 qla + V16 q2a

V17 £Avpa qlp q2a qly + V18 eXvpa qlp q2a q2y

+ V2eXyPa
 qlp q2a qlv + V20 eXypa q l P

 q2a q2v

V21 evypa qlp q2a q U + V22 evypa q l P
 q2a

\ i
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In case of correction to the e vW vertex:

V s * u(p2)

"2v

For the e vW vertex:

u(P]) u ( p ] ) *

22
q2v + V23 q2X P2v] e l U

 e2v

and for the box diagrams finally:

Al = j + b J Y 5 ) U ( P 2 ) % e2v

* B 3 * B4 1-2,1

B7 p l v

l v ]v

B1I2 q U q l v B1I3 l v

1I4 P 2v + B1I5 l v
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B1I6 qlX plv B1I7 qlX P2v

B18 qlX P2v P2p + B' 119 qIX \vf

B20 U ( P 2 ) e2v

B21 '2v

Note that the last term can be rewritten in terms of the previous

terms with the help of. the identity

6v\

However, we have kept this term for computational convenience.
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Appendix D

As an illustration of the renormalization procedure applied in

section 9, we consider the ultraviolet divergencies due to the f ermion-

sector of the Weinberg-GIM model. Those divergencies arising from

closed fermionloop diagrams in the selfenergy-insertions for vector-

bosons and in WWW-vertex corrections, can be treated separately (one

could vary for instance the number of fermion multiplets). The

interaction terms of the leptons and quarks with the vectorbosons are

given in appendix A of ref. [2] and in appendix A of this paper and

can be summarized as follows:

«,+ W° (Dl)ig

2/2

The spinor pair u., u_ stands as well for the lepton pairs v , e and

v , u, as for the quark-pairs u, d' and c, s1. Q. and Q2 denote the

electric charges of u. and u. respectively, as multiples of the

negative unit of charge and are related by

Q2 = Q,

For instance, if the spinor-pair u,, u_ stands for the up-, down
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quarks u, df respectively, then Q = -2/3 and Q2 = 1/3.

The corresponding vector- and axial vector coefficients a. and b. in

the interaction term with the neutral vectorboson, can now be ex-

pressed in Q. as follows

4s^ Q.+l
o 1

a2 =
% V1

bl •

(D2)

4c.

The masses of the spinors u^ and u_ are denoted by M. and M_ re-

spectively.

Consider now the following closed fermionloop diagrams (fig.

.+„-
Dl) contributing to vectorboson selfenergy-insertions and the AW W -

and W W W -vertex-corrections

tn,

F- ^9.

If we denote the vector- and axial vector coefficients of vertex I of

fig. Dl by A- and A» respectively and of vertex II by A_ and A, re-

spectively, the expressions of the selfenergy diagram (F ) is given by

= g Jdq

(D3)
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The internal masses are denoted by m. and m_. Since the term pro-

portional to k k of eq. (D3) gives contributions to the amplitude pro-

portional to the electron mass and can be neglected, the ultraviolet

divergence of theeq. (D3) is proportional to S and given by

[Kv]
UV . 22

(D4)

For the vertex-corrections given by diagram F_ of fig. Dl, we used

the notation of section 6 for the internal lines and the expression

for this diagram is given by

+*

(D5)

A. and A? denote the vector- and axial vector coefficient of vertex I

of diagram (F«). The ultraviolet divergence of eq. (D5) is proportional

to the lowest order 3W-vertex and we find

2 2
(D6)

W W WNote that in the case of vertex corrections to the W W W the diagram,

in which the neutral vectorbosons couples to the neutrino has the
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fermionloop oppositely oriented and therefore the expression for this

diagram has an additional sign.

For convenience we define now

6ir (n-4)

The ultraviolet part of the photon selfenergy, due to the spinor-pair

Uj, u2 is given by

16TT4 n

and the corresponding part in the one-loop amplitude is given by

(D7)

n s2(Q2
+Q

2) (D8)

L is the lower order amplitude with intermediate photon-line given

by fig. 2.

The selfenergy of the charged vectorbosons contain the following

ultraviolet part:

(D9)

with M. and M- tlie masses of the spinor fields u, and u, respectively.

Thus the wavefunction renormalization for the charged vectorbosons

contains a factor 1/8 n due to these fermion fields and the mass

renormalization of the charged vectorboson contains the term
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i

«M2 = (D10)

Also the neutral vectorboson selfenergy can be derived fromeq. (D3)

as far it concerns the contributions due to closed fermionloops. The

ultraviolet divergence of this selfenergy is then given by

(2ir)
2+a2+b2+b2}k2 + 3
. 2 1 2 8 c2

(DU)

In this equation the vector- and axial vector coefficients a. and b.

are given by eq. (D2). From eq. (Dll) the part of the mass renormalization

of the neutral vectorboson corresponding to the closed fermionloop

follows:

6M =
8c'

(M 2+M 2)} (D'2)

with

Taking into account t" is mass renormalization in the selfenergy

insertion for the neutral vectorboson, the ultraviolet part of the

amplitude due to the insertion of the neutral vectorboson selfenergy

is given by

e ce W°
(D13)

According to eq. (9.4) the counterterm for the weak mixing angle is

completely determined by the renormalization of the charged and
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neutral vectorboson masses given by eq. (D10) and eq. (D12) re-

spectively as far as it concerns the ultraviolet divergences due to

the fermion fields u. and u_. This counterterm is given by

6s!
f 4 2 (D14)

We first observe that the divergences (due to the spinor fields u.

and u_) of the photon-selfenergy insertion (eq. (D8)) and of the

AW W -vertex, derived from eq. (D6) and given by

(D15)

are cancelled by the counterterm for the weak mixing angle

6sl
(D16)

Similarly the remaining term in the amplitude due \.o the counterterm

of the weak mixing angle, given by

(D17)

cancels the ultraviolet divergencies, coining from the A-W°-mixing

(fig. 5d) and given

e "
se
ce

by

) S e 3
2

se

L
w°

(D18)
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Finally the three remaining divergences due to the fermion field u

and u_, i.e.

i) the divergences, due to the insertion of the neutral

vectorboson selfenergy

n '
'6 2.J-I

4c'
(D19)

"e e #

ii) The divergences due to the W°W W -vertex corrections, which

can be derived from eq. (D6) and are given by

1 (D20)
W

iii) and the divergences coming from the A-W mixing (fig. 5e)

are given by

(D21)

cancel out completely.
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SAMENVATTING

1

Ter verklaring van de zwakke- en electromagnetisehe wisselwer-

king wordt het Weingerg-GIM model als het eenvoudigste model be-

schouwd, dat in goede overeenstemming is met de fysische data, voor

zover deze tot op heden zijn gemeten. In de nabije toekomst zullen

krachtiger e e -machines ter beschikking komen met een groter energie

bereik. Berekeningen' van stralingscorrecties voor zwakke- en electro-

magnetische processen zullen onmisbaar zijn voor het testen van de

juistheid van deze theorie.

In het algemeen kunnen deze correcties worden onderverdeeld in drie

categorieën: zachte foton correcties, harde foton en vectorboson cor-

recties, en correcties die afhangen van de Higgs massa.

Hoewel de zachte foton correcties numeriek belangrijk zijn geven ze

geen dieper inzicht in de onderliggende ijktheorie, zoals in het ge-

val van de harde foton en vectorboson correcties. Echter de belang-

rijkste categorie is die van de Higgs massa afhankelijke correcties.

Deze categorie hangt direct samen met het gedeelte van de theorie dat

de theorie eindig maakt in alle orden van storingstheorie. Zonder

deze Higgs sector reduceert het Weinberg model tot het Glashow model,

dat niet renormaerbaar is en oneindigheden bevat voor waarneembare

grootheden.

Het Higgs systeem kan worden opgevat als een cut-off mechanisme. In

het Weinberg model manifesteert zich dit, doordat bepaalde amplitudes

ongeremd zullen groeien als de Higgs massa naar oneindig gaat. In

principe biedt dit de mogelijkheid om de Higgs massa te bepalen door
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t

stralingscorrecties op een bepaalde amplitude te meten, zelfs bij la-

ge energieën. Voorwaarde is echter dat reeds één-loop correcties op

deze amplitude divergeren in de limiet voor de Higgs massa naar on-

eindig.

Voor alle relevante lage energie processen zijn er geen waarneembare

één-loop correcties, die logarithmisch van de Higgs massa afhangen

(screening theorema). Een uitzondering vormen afwijkingen jan de sym-

metrie van de theorie. Precies gezegd, stralingscorrecties aan de

2
WWW-vertex schelen een term van de vorm a ln(m ) met vergelijkbare

correcties aan de vectorboson-fermion vertex.

Dit bepaalt het proces e e -> W W tot het enige interessante proces

voor de berekening van deze stralingscorrecties.

2
Inderdaad blijkt de ln(m ) term zichtbaar en wel met een effect van

± 5% op de cross section.

Het grootste deel van dit proefschrift is gewijd aan een syste-

matische analyse en beschrijving van de stralingscorrecties op dit

proces, waarmee de analytische en numerieke evaluatie van honderden

Feynman diagrammen gemoeid was. Speciale computer-programmerings

technieken werden toegepast.

Een van de grootste problemen was het zekerheid verschaffen omtrent

de juistheid van de resultaten. Uard identiteiten speelden hierbij

een belangrijke rol.
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